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80s 90s country music songs

Stories of the devil, ghosts of the stars go back to life and a driver who gave his life to save a bus full of school bus children. These are some of the stories in these scary, and some aren't so scary, songs that make awesome tolu listen. The devil went to Georgia. Scott Legato / Getty Images You don't even have to be a
country music fan to know this song. Johnny's story and his extraordinary game that beats the devil in a dull contest that won him a golden violin is one many people have heard. Text: When the devil is over, Johnny says, Well, you're a pretty good old son. But if you sit in that chair right there, and let me show you how to
do it.1 While this song isn't scary in the normal sense, Randy Travis sings about digging up the memories of the love that's long since died. Text: I resurrected memories of dead love. yes, I'm going to sit here alone tonight digging up bones. The ghost in the hall is actually the narrator of the song. She sings that since she
broke up with her love, he has taken her body and soul, and the rest is spirit. But later in the song, you'il know she's not sad, because there's another ghost living in the house. The ghost of her love. Text: I am all that is left of two hearts in forests that once burned out of control. You took my body and soul. I'm just a ghost
in this house. This song has an interesting storyline. The cowboy was out on a dark and windy day when he witnessed a herd of red cows thundering into the sky. After the cattle are riders who try to round them up, but can never reach them. This is their destiny: to ride the devil's flocks through heaven forever. One rider
warns the cowboy that if he doesn't change his path, it will also be his destiny. Text: If you want to save your soul from hell riding on our range. Then, cowboy, change your path today, or you'il ride with us. Trying to catch a flock of the devil through these endless heavens. This song speaks of meeting hank williams'
ghosts at midnight in Montgomery, Alabama, on the anniversary of his death. Text: And somewhere midnight train slowly passes. I could hear that tear that I was so lonely, I could cry. A man hitchhikes and gets caught by a driver who says his name is Big Joe. They drive at night and Big Joe drops the guy at the truck
stop, giving him a cent to buy coffee. When the man comes in and orders his coffee, saying it's Big Joe's, he learns the story that happened 10 years ago: Big Joe, avoiding a bus full of kids, got stuck on the highway, turned his bike around so he wouldn't kill them all, and in the process he was killed. Text: Joe lost
control, went to scan, and gave his life to save these piles of children. And there at that crossroads was the end of the line for Big Joe and Phantom 309. The story of this song tells of A man who bought a used 1966 Corvette and found it came with a ghost soldier named Private Malone. One rainy night, while driving too
fast, he missed the pavement and crashed the car. Witnesses to the crash said they saw a soldier pull him out of the car. Text: But for every dream it breaks, there's another that comes true. This car was a dream about his back when it was new. And I know I wouldn't be here if he wasn't with him. Yes, I was with Private
Malone the other night. This song tells of a terrible car accident. A woman was driving with a man like the passenger. She claims the man she took (who happily married) said he was sick and needed a ride to the hospital. The man died in the incident, but his ring wasn't on his finger. The truth was found by one of the
man's children, who found the ring in the glove box in a matchbox. Instead of saying his father was having an affair, he threw the ring into a well. Text: A small matchbox, round with a rubber band and in the ring from the hand of Walter Browning. And it took me a while to figure out what it meant. The truth about the
Carroll County incident. This song tells a different story about meeting the spirit of Hank Williams. This time he's a hitchhiker on his way to Nashville, and the spirit gives him career advice, saying it's a long and difficult road. Text: He said That's where you're going down, boy. I'm going back to Alabama. And when I got
out of the Cadillac, I said thank you very much. You don't have to call me sir, sir. The whole world calls me Hank. This song is about a man who saved his money in jars and buried it. One day, three greedy brothers decided to kill him and steal his money, but when they tried to get away, they got caught in the quicksand
and also died. 50 years later, if you go back to the swamp by the shed where he lived, you can hear three young men screaming and laughing at an old man. You can hear an old man laughing. Klaus Wedfelt / Getty Images Thomas Barwick/taxi/beef painting of the Florida Georgia Line was created for sailing on the
roads, along long-distance roads and back roads. And for the boys in the group, a small female company is always welcome on a long trip. Lyrics to the road song: Your baby song, you make me want to roll my windows down - and cruise! Watch music video Road fatigue gets a truck driver for a long ride. Do you feel the
same way? The perfect antidote is this Merle Haggard song. (And he thought we'd offer Benzedrine.) Text for The Road: Wrinkles on my forehead show me the miles I've put behind me. Listen, Jason Aldean has a moment of pickup and outburst with his boss. What's next? Hitting the road with his girl and Johnny Cash's
stash of albums. There are worse ways to change careers. Path text: his suitcase in the back, ran over the pontoon, sprayed Johnny Cash. Watch a music video Used memorably on the soundtrack next to Smokey and Bandit, this truck song has a 16-wheel-drive of energy behind it as it buzzes along the road without
brakes. Text for The Road: Keep your foot firmly on the pedal. Son, it doesn't matter the brakes. Let everything hang out, because we have to go for a run. Listen, a lonely man feels far from everything in the world. This classic Dwight Yoakam is perfect for a two-lane trip in the middle of no where. - Yes, but it's not. Text
for the Road: I'm a thousand miles from nowhere, time doesn't matter to me. Because I'm thousands of miles from nowhere, and there's no place I want to be. Who wouldn't be obsessed with a truck when it brings women, fame and one of the greatest country songs of the '90s? Joe Diffie, you did it again. Text for The
Road: You know, if it weren't for the trucks, we wouldn't have traffic. I met all my wives in traffic jams. There's something women like about a man in a pickup truck. This too concert by Robert Earl Keane tells a story about women, booze and murder. If I Spy gets old, this stretching crime story is sure to entertain you as
kind. Lyrics to The Road: She watched his rear lights disappear around the bend. The road goes forever and the party never ends Listen to one of its most dominant rodeo riders heading to its next destination in this George Strait. Nostalgia is perfect for long drives at night, past witch hour. Text for Road: Amarillo by
morning, from San Anton. / All I have is exactly what I have. Yes, but not for 1,000 years. Dave Dudley's song lays out a controversial claim that it's the country song that has bucked the entire trend of Trucker's song. Text on the road: Nothing bothers me tonight - I can avoid all the scales, okay! Six days on the road,
and I'il be home tonight. This is the trip, not the destination. To stop asking for direction becomes a prologue to romance in this gentle melody by Billy Currington. Text for The Road: Left will take you to interstate. But one right will bring you back here to me. Warrior's weekend drives along the road with his favorite in this
nice alabama driving song (see also Roll On [18th Wheeler]). Avoid touching your foot against the gas pedal when this happens. Driving lyrics: Turn back, sideways. One hand at the wheel. To old my lover, with the other one. Sweet, soft, southern excitement. Listen to this be-bopi, fingers-crossed songs sing the praises
of life on the road. Roger Miller was certainly a cool cat. Text for The Road: I am a man on someone's side, king of the road. Listen Rodney Atkins advises drivers to take the scenic route. What they can see are tractors, dusty and run into his hair. The only thing they're going to miss is going back to the back of traffic.
Text on the Road: It makes me want to walk in the back road, makes me want to go home on the long road, put some gravel in my journey. Watch Johnny Cash's music video version of Hank Snow's classic out-drives the original with his tongue-twist list of destinations arrived and retired from. Text for Road: I've been to
Louisville, Nashville, Knoxville, Ombabika, Schefferville, Jacksonville ... Willie Nelson is a touring veteran. The road hound - whose bus runs with oil - sings his love of untangle in this classic tune. On the road again was written for the soundtrack of the film Honeysuckle Rose. Text for The Road: Like a group of gypsies
descending the highway. We are best friends, insisting that the world continue to turn to us. Presentation of clock performance
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